4.2 Certificate II in Visual Arts
(CUV20111)

Nine Units of Competency are required to achieve this qualification:

BSBOHS201A – Participate in OHS processes [C]
CUVACD101A - Use basic drawing techniques [C]
CUVPRP201A – Make simple creative work [C]
CUVRES201A – Source and use information relevant to own arts practice [C]
BSBDES201A – Follow a design process [E]
CUFDIG303A – Produce and prepare photo images [E]
CUVDRA201A – Develop drawing skills [E]
CUVPAI201A – Develop painting skills [E]
CUVCER201A – Develop ceramic skills [E]

This qualification will enable you to

Gain practical skills and knowledge in:

- Implementing workplace safety procedures
- Using drawing techniques to represent objects and ideas
- Colour awareness and brush techniques
- Differences in painting media
- 3D form awareness
- Contemporary sculptural appreciation

This qualification will provide you with a variety of visual arts skills designed to help you gain access to higher level courses. You benefit from achieving a level two industry recognized qualification as well as meeting WACE attainment.

Duration/Cost: Delivered over two years as an integral part of the senior school course; Visual Arts. Cost included in course fees.
Nominal Hours: 345
Pre-requisite: None
Pathway: Certificate III in Visual Arts or Design Fundamentals